Flooding Continues Overnight
Wintry Weather Overnight into Saturday

Flooding Overnight: Additional rainfall amounts of 1 to 3 inches are expected overnight especially east of Springfield.

Wintry Weather will be possible tonight into Saturday. Uncertain as to the amount of impacts expected.

Important Forecast Changes
Severe threat has ended.
Hazards: Multiple rounds of rainfall have occurred with moderate to heavy rain continuing overnight.

Areas Impacted: Across extreme southeastern Kansas and the Missouri Ozarks.

Timing & Duration: Flash Flood Watch is in effect until 6 am Saturday morning.

Impacts: Additional widespread 1 to 2 inches of rainfall during the winter time will typically lead to flooding across the area. Low water crossings and low lying areas will be most affected. Some rivers will also likely rise and flood from the heavy rainfall.

Certainty & Considerations: Confidence is high that a heavy rainfall leading to the potential for flooding will occur across much of the area through tonight.
Wintry Weather Tonight and Saturday

- A Winter Storm Warning goes into effect tonight into Saturday for eastern Kansas and portions of western Missouri, with a Winter Weather Advisory for southwestern and central Missouri.
- A change over to and wintry mix will occur overnight with all snow expected by Saturday morning.
- A glaze to two tenths of an inch of ice will be possible, along with periods of sleet within the wintry mix.
- The best chances for accumulating snow remains along and north of I-44.
- Highest accumulations will likely occur across southeastern Kansas into western Missouri.
Hazards, Timing and Duration: As colder air moves in behind the cold front the rain will change to a wintry mix then all snow overnight into Saturday. A glaze of ice up to two tenths of an inch will be possible along with accumulating snow.

Areas Impacted: Generally along and north of I-44 will have the best potential for wintry weather. Locations across south central Missouri may not see much wintry weather.

Confidence: Confidence is high that the rain will transition to wintry weather overnight into Saturday. There are still questions on the exact timing and duration of the transition to wintry mix then snow. All snow is expected by Saturday afternoon, but there could be period of moderate sleet and freezing rain across southeastern Kansas and western Missouri before transitioning to all snow.
Winter Weather Amounts Tonight and Saturday

Expected Snowfall - Official NWS Forecast
Valid: 01/11/2020 12:00 AM - 01/12/2020 12:00 AM CST

Expected Ice Accumulation - Official NWS Forecast
Valid: 01/10/2020 06:00 AM - 01/10/2020 06:00 PM